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Traces the history of the Internet and examines the major internet services
such as E-mail, Usenet, Telnet and FrP and describes various information
discoveries and retrieval tools such as Archie, Gopher, WAIS and WWW
etc.Also discusses the contribution of the internet to library and information
services and outlines the advantages of working on the internet

o INTRODUCTION

The Internet is one of the most important and complex innovations of
the mankind. Internet is a network of networks. Physically the Internet is
a lot of computers connected to each other, talking a common language
or protocol known as TCP/IPC (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
protocol). It is the largest and most complete tool for information exchange
for the global population. It serves as a good encyclopaedia giving detailed
information on a wide variety of subjects. Presently it is possible to access
to about 40,000 networks all over the world through the internet.

HISTORY OF THE INTERNET

During 1969 the US Department of Defence, through their Advanced
Research Project Agency (ARPA) created an experiment. This was a Packet
Switched Network over telephone lines. Out of this initial network
Advanced Research Project Agency Network (ARPANET) one of the early
fore runners of Internet was born. During 1970s the ARPA developed a
set of rules, called protocols, that helped in connecting different networks
having different host computers. The number of networks connected to
ARPANET continued to grow over the years. In 1982 ARPANET Joined
with MILNET (The Military Network) and a few others and it is said that
the internet was thus formed from this consolidation of networks. As per
the latest information available there are 2,20,00,000 current users on the
Internet, and every month 1,50,000 new users are joining it. It is estimated
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that by th~ end of the year 2000 there will be 10 crore users and 10 lakh
hosts on the Internet.

2 INDIAN SCENARIO

In India, the Networks offering online services on the Internet are:

(1) Educational and Research Network (ERNET)
(2) SOFfNET of Software Technology parks of India (STPI)

(3) National Informatics Centre Network (NICNET) and"

(4) Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL)

ERNET: It was started in India in November, 1986 and started offering
'Internet services to the academic and research community since 1989.

SOFTNET: It started offering Internet Services apart from point to point
links from 1993.

NICNET' It offers Internet services since 1994. It is a viable gateway to
Internet in the country. With more than 700 micro earth station nodes all
over the country, it has the widest reach in the country.

VSNL: Since August 1995 for commercial use the internet connections
are provided by Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL). VSNL offers
'shell' or terminal dial up and 'TCP/IP' type of connections. As per the
latest announcement by VSNL, the charges for 'shell' type of accounts
will be Rs 5000 per year of 500 hours which ever is earlier, for all categories
of dialup users. But this type of account cannot download graphics. The
service for the students to be priced at a concessional rate of Rs 500 per
year maximum -500 hours is expected to be launched shortly. VSNL's
Internet access node was commissioned at Mumbai connecting to
internode at USA via satellite and to the internet node in Europe via
submarine cable providing diversity and highly reliable network
connectivity. At present VSNL has commissioned remote internet access
nodes in \0 cities and this will be expanded to )0 more cities very soon.
Currently VSNL. has approximately) 300 users all over India.

To get more technical asistance and expertise about the Internet
connections one can contact: Internet Consortium India, 59/9 Kalkaji,
New Delhi-IIO 019.

3 INTERNET SERVICES

There are basically four things we can do on the Internet:
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(1) Communication

(2) Document or file transfer

(3) Interactive browsing

(4) Bulletin boards

Correspondingly to these activities there are four basic tools:

(1) E-Mail- Electronic message exchange.
(2) FrP (File Transfer Protocol) - moving electronic documents, images,

sounds, etc.

(3). TELNET - accessi ng another computer system's database or archives

(4) USENET - global bulletin board service.

31 E-MAIL

In addition to the above in recent years some new tools have emerged
that expand upon these four basic activities.

(l) World Wide Web (WWW) - a hypertext interface to information on
the internet.

(2) Gopher - an information browser that lets us retreive what we find.

(3) Veronica - an enhancement to Gopher that searches many Gopher
databases.

(4) WAIS - a powerful tool for searching some large databases.

(5) Archie - a simple but effective mechanism for searching FIP archives.

We can discuss the above services in detail.

It is a the most commonly used application on the internet. The main
attraction of E-mail lies in its speed, it is much more powerful than paper
mail (or "snail-mail"). With the E-mail we can send and receive any thing
we use or create on computer-words, documents, programmes, photos,
images and sounds. It is much cheaper than other modes of communication
services.

32 FrP (FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL)

This facilitates transfer of files over the internet. The complete process
involves the transfer of file from one host to another. FIP has become
popular and most widely used tool because of the number of anonymous
FrP servers available.
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33 TELNET

Telnet is one of the major Internet applications. It is the tool that
delivers you to the front door of other networks. Through Telnet we can
browse library card catalogues, search for papers or journals of interest.
Telnet allows one to log on to another system and use varioius services
available on that host computer.

34 USENET

Usenet is conceptually a huge bulletin board system. This allows us
to send messages to a specific person or group. Network news lets one
send messages on an electronic bulletin board for anyone to see. Both E-
Mail and news groups are extremely useful Internet tools.

4 ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

These applications provide the users with advanced facilities. Some
of these applications are mentioned in the following sections.

41 ARCHIE

Archie is the companion software tool to FIP (File Transfer Protocol).
The archie programme rearches a constantly updated index ofFIP sites,
file names and descriptions. Archie system helps us to find information
located anywhere on the Internet.

42 GOPHER

Gopher is a software tool that connects a variety of computers and
information database on the Internet and displays them as a series of menu
items. Gopher servers accept simple query and send the clients a document
or a list of documents.

43 VERONICA

Veronica ("very common rodent-oriented network index to
computerized archives") is the companion tool to Gopher. It is a search
tool that allows one to quickly scan gopher for particular files and
directories. It is a programme that one can access through Gopher.
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44 WAIS

The wide area information system (WAIS) is a full-text indexing
software that is used to index large text files, documents and periodicals.

,

45 WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW)

It is a client-server based distributed hypertext multimedia information
system on the internet. It was originally developed at the European Particle
Physics Laboratory (CERN), Geneva. It has now become the most popular
navigation tool on the Internet, Just as one can access Gopherspace through
a gopher server or client, one can access the WWW through 'browser'.

5 NEEDS OF LIBRARIES TO ACCESS THE INTERNET

There are atleast five reasons why the users are required to access
information centres and libraries through.the Internet

(1) To get help for publishing their information.
(2) To get help for locating information (online services and catalogues).
(3) To get help in determining the quality of various information

resources.
(4) For delivery of documents.
(5) Full-text documents and information areal so available via Internet.

Following are some of the possibilities for exploiting the Internet or
Intranet for publishing and delivery of information to the users.

(l) E-Mail can be used for delivering information to the users, It could
be used for the preparation of the list of additions, CAS/SDI bulletins
and for updating data bases.

(2) It can be used for perparing electronic news and for letter reporting
new resources, services etc.

(3) This is used for maintaing up-to-date information about library
services, collection, staff etc.

(4) It is useful for providing access to databases, OPAC current contents
etc.

(5) This is useful for preparing union catalogues.
(6) It can also be used for database indexing and searching.

The role of library with the use of internet has highly been
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revolutionised. The user who had geographical limitations can have access

to information available anywhere in the world now.

6 INTERNET VISION BY 2000

According to the latest paper from STPI in the-year 2000, the Internet

will:

_ Have more than 100 million connected hosts

_ Have more than one million connected networks

_ Have traffic which exceeds voice telephony.

_ Available word wide

_ Support thousands of different applications

_ Reshape institutional, business, financial and political boundaries

_ Part of every communicative and collaborative aspect of our lives.

7 CONCLUSION

Although many libraries have access to the Internet, radical changes
in library and information services have yet to appear. There is a tendency
to put new wine into old bottles ie to add network access to traditional
bibliographic information services, while the librarian jealously guards
his role as intermediary. Library services must centre now on user needs

and wishes.
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